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WHY ARE SLOTHS ALWAYS SMILING?s because they’ Maybe it’ve mastered the art of taking it
slow in a global whose frenzied pace is driving ordinary people crazy. Right here, in a
mindfulness publication like no various other, heart-tuggingly cute photographs of the alwayschill creatures are paired with words of wisdom, all to inspire us to slow down, stop to enjoy the
tiny things, and come up relaxed, centered, and smiling.
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Wonderful photos This book is lovely. The photos of the sloths are great. I'd have liked a little
more information about sloths. And the rates throughout the book are worthy of reading. They
seem so interesting. The writer includes a few paragraphs in what makes them exclusive but I
possibly could have read more! Five Stars definitely adorable photos of these enchanting critters.
good narrative as well. Cute This is really cute. Cute little book Bought this for a pal who’s
favorite pet is a sloth. I did look through it before wrapping it up and discovered it to be
extremely cute with some great quotes and phrases to live by. Will certainly buy a copy in the
future for myself. Wonderful little book! I believe it's a rip-off. I must say We was shocked at the
tiny size of the publication. It's 145 small webpages. I feel ripped - off and I haven't also read it. I
purchased for my husband who's a SK fan. Adorable Photos of Adorable Sloths I’m always
seeking for sloth products for a sloth- obsessed (adult) daughter. I don't think the book could be
much smaller. enthusiast or no lover! This can be my last buy of SK if this is the new trend. Five
Stars Great pictures and rates. I'm anxious to discover what he'll say. Such a delightful book.
Precious little book with beautiful photos of these amazing animals Many thanks very much!! So
glad I purchased it. All age range will enjoy these pictures. Many, many smiles Smiles from the
reader and smiles from the sloths. Fun pictures Great reserve for a granddaughter who loves
sloths! Stephen King's most recent book - "Elevation" - REALLY SMALL! Five Stars What a cute
reserve and great gift. Great picture book with wonderful and thoughtful commentary. I
cherished it! This is a picture book of sloths with education and also entertaining comments.
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